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The Company 
CNY Attractions, led by Partner and Chief Designer, Jason Bock, run an unusual 
concept – six mobile escape rooms as well as separate mobile laser tag areas. CNY’s 
clients are mostly large colleges and high schools across the US, who want to provide 
entertainment to the many students attending their Fall orientation as well as other 
marker events.  Although the high schools and colleges keep them very busy, they also 
have many business clients who enjoy their escape rooms and laser tag games during 
corporate events during the rest of the year. 
 
Challenge 
One of the popular themed rooms is a Greek museum. A wealthy grandfather does not 
want to leave his money to his “money grabbing grandchildren” so he converts his 
wealth into incredibly rare coins and hides them in a Greek museum. The would be 
inheritors do not realise the coins are hidden in the pedestal of a Greek statue 
although they are aware that the coins are somewhere in the museum.  The 
grandfather has shown a little mercy on his grand children and given them a number 
of clues. He has however, warned them that, if they enter the museum and do not 
follow the clues exactly, finding the coins within 15 minutes, the coins will be 
destroyed. The grandchildren decide to employ professional treasure hunters to find the 
coins.  The escape room visitors love the premise and their part in this story.  
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CNY Attractions is in a very competitive market and 
Jason’s challenge was to make his escape rooms stand 
out from other escape room providers. He had experience 
with modern technologies and knew that using Augmented 
Reality would appeal to the technology loving students. He 
had already used AR in his mobile Laser Tag offering and 
this was very popular with his players.  He saw the 
potential for Augmented Reality within his escape rooms 
and knew that its use would excite the players. He chose 
his Greek Museum as the first of his escape rooms to use 
Augmented Reality.  However, he needed to find a 
company that offered this new technology within an 
escape room environment. 

Solution 
Jason started the search for a company that could help 
him use Augmented Reality within his Greek Museum 
escape room and quickly found the Black Diamond Reality 
website. He was first of all pleased to discover that they 
specialized in both Augmented Reality and escape rooms. 
He then viewed the sample video and was very impressed. 
After discussions with Black Diamond Reality and seeing 
the no-risk 30-day free trial offer, he was sure that they 
were the company for him and was quickly sold on both 
the concept and the abilities of the ARC. 

The ARC was soon shipped to Jason and when he started 
using it, he found its software very easy to understand. 
He was soon utilizing it to walk through his chosen 
escape room solution, quickly writing the detailed script to 
accompany the required actions.  He liked the flexibility of 
using his own trained actor to film his videos as well as 
the control over the end product that he had.   

As Jason already understood Augmented Reality very well, 
he was able to really push the envelope on the ARC, 
suggesting to Black Diamond Reality customised features 
that could be added.  Of course, they were quickly 
included in the ARC for him.   

Our college students found 
using the ARC very exciting 
and our Greek Museum 
escape room was the hit of 
the event. 

Jason Bock, 
Partner and Chief Designer, 

CNY Attractions 
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Results 
Jason tested the ARC himself offline and it was all that 
he wanted it to be. He then tested it in a live 
environment, with the help of some eager student testers 
who completely engaged with the ARC. Jason was also 
very happy with being able to regulate the flow of players 
through the escape room, a major consideration when a 
line of eager students are waiting their turn to play in the 
Greek Museum escape room.  

Despite the very generous 30-day free testing option, 
Jason only needed one escape room campaign to know 
that he was on to a winner.  So keen were the students 
to use the Greek room and so enthusiastic were they in 
their feedback that Jason signed on immediately.  The 
Greek Museum was by far the most popular of his six 
escape rooms and he put this down to the popularity of 
the ARC and the excitement and surprises it provided for 
the players. 

Escapers found using the ARC very intuitive and loved 
finding out what it could do. They were seen pointing the 
ARC at many different clues and laughing out loud when 
it sprang to life. Setting up his mobile Greek Museum 
escape room was also a breeze for Jason as utilizing the 
ARC meant that there were fewer props to reset.  With 
the good flow of players and quick project set up, he was 
able to turn around the escape room very quickly.  A key 
consideration when you have a line of eager students 
waiting to visit that particular escape room. 

Jason incorporated the ARC into his pitch to potential 
clients and it has helped him increase his business from 
colleges this year. The ARC has garnered great interest in 
his escape rooms, making them stand out against his 
competitors. Consequently his bookings have increased 
this year. 

About Black Diamond Reality 
We produce Augmented Reality software, especially 
designed for Escape Rooms.  We believe that our 
software, presented on a tablet (the ARC) that can be 
hidden in a cover appropriate to your Escape Room, is a 
cost effective alternative to using a myriad of physical 
props. See how we can both delight and surprise you.  

The 30 day free testing 

period really swung the deal 

on the purchase but we had 

nothing to worry about.  The 

whole process from 

beginning to end was 

problem free. 

Jason Bock, 
Partner and Chief Designer, 

CNY Attractions 


